
Opening The Secret Door With The Matrix
Tetractys In Homeopathy
Homeopathy has been practiced for centuries as a form of alternative medicine.
Its approach to healing involves using highly diluted substances to stimulate the
body's natural healing abilities. While many people are familiar with the basic
principles of homeopathy, there is a lesser-known aspect that holds the key to a
deeper understanding of this ancient practice. This secret door is revealed
through the Matrix Tetractys, a powerful tool that unlocks the hidden potentials
within homeopathic remedies.

The Truth Behind the Matrix Tetractys

The Matrix Tetractys is a geometrical pattern that consists of ten interconnected
spheres. Each sphere represents a specific aspect of the world, such as the four
elements (earth, air, fire, and water) and the four states of matter (solid, liquid,
gas, and plasma). The central sphere stands for the fifth element, also known as
quintessence or aether, which symbolizes the spiritual dimension.

In homeopathy, every remedy is connected to a particular sphere within the
Matrix Tetractys. By understanding this connection, homeopaths gain insight into
the remedy's subtle properties and can tailor treatments to individual needs. This
knowledge is what separates the average homeopath from the true masters of
the craft.
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Unlocking the Hidden Potentials

The Matrix Tetractys acts as a guide to explore the intricate relationships between
remedies and patients. It allows homeopaths to tap into the hidden potentials of
remedies that go beyond their recognized effects. By utilizing the powers
associated with each sphere, practitioners can address the root causes of
illnesses and restore balance on a deeper level.

For example, a remedy connected to the fire sphere within the Matrix Tetractys
may not only assist in treating physical symptoms related to warmth and
inflammation but also help invigorate the patient's spirit and passion. Similarly, a
remedy linked to the water sphere can aid in emotional healing and provide a
sense of flow and adaptability.

By recognizing the underlying connections provided by the Matrix Tetractys,
homeopaths can open a secret door to tailor treatments more holistically. This
approach considers the patient as a whole, addressing physical, emotional, and
spiritual aspects simultaneously.

Unveiling the Mysteries of Homeopathic Remedies
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No two homeopathic remedies are alike, just as no two individuals are identical.
While one remedy may work wonders for a particular person, it may have minimal
effects or even exacerbate symptoms in another. The Matrix Tetractys sheds light
on the unique qualities of each remedy, helping homeopaths choose the most
appropriate option for a specific patient.

Through the use of the Matrix Tetractys, homeopaths gain insight into the
remedies' energetic signatures. These signatures are a reflection of the remedy's
underlying vibrations and resonances. By matching the energetic profile of the
remedy to that of the patient, homeopaths can unlock the true potential of the
remedy and promote deep healing.

The Matrix Tetractys in Practice

Integrating the Matrix Tetractys into homeopathic practice requires a deep
understanding of both the principles of homeopathy and the geometrical
connections within the Matrix Tetractys. Homeopaths who embrace this approach
spend years studying and honing their skills in order to effectively utilize this
powerful tool.

By employing the Matrix Tetractys, homeopaths can expand their repertoire of
remedies and address a wider range of ailments and imbalances. This method
uncovers the often overlooked potentials of remedies, leading to more profound
healing experiences for patients.

The Matrix Tetractys serves as a hidden treasure within the realm of homeopathy.
It unveils the interconnectedness of remedies and patients, allowing homeopaths
to explore the vast potentials of healing. By utilizing this powerful tool,
homeopaths can transcend established limitations and open the secret door to a
deeper understanding and practice of homeopathy.
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This much awaited book, continues the Quest for Simillimum of Dr. Mirjana
Zivanov and her team with the Matrix method, in the light of Tetractys. The new
insights into the deep inner self of a patient, as well as into the nature of
homeopathic remedies are presented, followed by a number of Case examples
solved with the Matrix method. Getting deep into the patients unconscious with
Matrix, gives us the contents - themes, with highest emotional charges, the ones
that matter the most to the patient. But, the essence is hidden in the relations
between these contents, the relations that appear right in front of our eyes on the
Tetractys model, together with the miasm of the patient. This new method, now
used successfully for almost ten years, was first published in the book "The
Matrix & Tetractys in Homeopathy" and presented on International homeopathic
gathering in London in 2015, and now the journey continues.
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